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IN 1965, C. T. C. Wall introduced a surgery invariant for certain odd dimensional manifolds. 
For example let X be a finite Poincare complex whose dimension is 4k + 3 and whose 
fundamental group rrX is cyclic of order 2. Then this Wail’s invariant is defined as the 
alternating sum of the twisted rational homology H,(X; Q(nX)) up to the middle dimen- 
sion. (See Wall [IO, p. 2601.) In this paper we generalize it to a family of group homo- 
morphisms from bordism groups Q,(G, w) into certain “ Grothendieck groups” RGL, O(G, w), 
R GL,rp(G, a), and RCL,ev (G), and we call them semicharacteristic classes. The main justi- 
fication for our generalization lies in the fact that the bordism groups and these ‘* Grothen- 
dieck groups” have very different behaviour with respect to transfer and induction homo- 
morphisms. AS a consequence, they give rather strong restrictions on the homology of a 
manifold with a free G-action (see $4). 
The first section will be concerned with the algebraic part of the theory, and the next 
two with the definition of semicharacteristic classes. In the final section we apply them to 
study 3-manifolds of finite fundamental group. 
$1. ORTHOGONAL AND SYMPLECTTC GROTHENDIECK GROUPS 
In this section we shall collect some well known results of orthogonal and symplectic 
representations of finite groups. To simplify our discussion we assume that our ground 
field K is of characteristic different from 2. 
Let G denote the multiplicative group. The Grothendieck group R,(G) is defined in 
the usual fashion. We consider functions which assign to each finite dimension G-representa- 
tion N over K an element [N] in an abelian group so that the following conditions are 
satisfied. 
1.1. If Itlg N, then [M] = [N]. 
1.2. If the sequence 
O-tL-+M--+N-tO 
is exact, then [M] = [N] + [L]. 
Among such functions there is one which is universal; the group R,(G), in which it takes its 
value is called the Grothendieck group of G with coefficient in K. 
t This research was partially supported by NSF Grant GP-9452. 
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K”. Given an orientation w, we can 
introduce a G-representation over Hom( V, K) by setting 
LUI.4 = w(s)f(s - L-47 
where f E Hom( V, K), g E G, .Y E V. This is called the ~4ral of the G-representation V and 
is denoted by v*. An orthogonal (resp. symplectic) representation is a pair (V, 4) consisting 
of a G-representation V and a non-singular symmetric (resp. skew-symmetric) bilinear 
form 4: Y x V+ K such that 
4(P, SY) = 47)4J(.\-, Y) (1.3) 
for every x, y E V. Every bilinear form $: V x V -+ K gives rise to a group homomorphism 
S-Ad+(s) from V into V* by 
Ad,(x)(y) = &s, y). 
This is called the adjoint homomorphism determined by 4. Condition (1.3) implies that this 
is a G-linear map, and being nonsingular means that this is bijective. Thus in order to have an 
orthogonal structure (or symplectic structure) over Y we must at least have VZ V*. For 
any given representation V, we can take V@ V* which has an obvious isomorphism 0 I,. 
[ 1 1, 0 ’ with its dual. Indeed, the simplest examples of orthogonal and symplectic 
representation are the “ hyperbolic forms” defined over V @ V* by 
h,:(V@ V”) x (I’@ V*)-t K 
lI*(X, Of,, -y2 Of?) ‘f*(q) *f1h2) 
where x1, x7 E V, and fi, f2 E Y* and the + signs determine respectively the orthogonal and 
sympectic structure. Given two orthogonal representations (V,, 41) and (V,, $J~), we can 
form their sum (VI @ V,, C#Q @ 4J by considering the direct sum V, @ V, together with the 
orthogonal (resp. symplectic) representation 
(4I 0 4&I 0x2 9 Yl OVJ = G%kI, Yl> = 42c3 f YJ 
where x1, y1 E VI and .r2, yz E V, . Now the Grothendieck group RO,(G, w) of orthogonal 
representations is defined (up to canonical isomorphism) as the target of a universal “addi- 
tive” function (V, (p)++ [V, +] from the set of isomorphism classes of orthogonal representa- 
tions to an abelian group with the following properties. 
1.4. If (v, q51) and (VI, c$?) are two orthogonal representations over the same vector 
space whose bilinear forms rbl, 42 differ by a scalar factor, then [K +1] = [V, 421. 
1.5. If (v, @ V,, +I @ $2) is the orthogonal sum of two representations (VI, 4,) and 
(V,, 44, then 
[h 0 v* 9 41 0 $21 = [VI, 411 + [V2 9 421. 
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1.6. If (V, 4) is an orthogonal representation and W is an isotropic subspace 
contained in its annihilator, 
[V/ Ct” @ W’, h] over V/W’ 0 W. In 
such a situation, we require that 
[V, $“I = [Wl/IV, &‘I + [V/IV1 0 Iv, h]. 
We define similarly the Grothendieck group RSP,(G, CO) of symplectic representations. 
There are natural homomorphism 
ROK(G, w) /+ Rh-(G) II+ RO,(G, 0) 
RSP,(G, w) /- R,(G) h_ RSP,(G, 0) 
wheref, come from forgetting the bilinear form, and where h, come from assigning to a 
representation V the “ hyperbolic” bilinear form over V@ V*. It is easy to check the 
formulas : 
h+f+ =h_f_ =2; 
f+h+ =f-h- = 1 +*. 
The Grothendieck groups R,(G), RO,(G, w) and RSP,(G, o) are natural contravariant 
functors. We consider any group homomorphism f: G -+ G’ which preserves the orientation, 
i.e. 0’ of = o. Every finite dimensional G/-representation V’ can be thought of as a finite 
dimensional representation f * V’ over G. Similarly an orthogonal or symplectic representa- 
tion (V, 4) can be thought of as an orthogonal or symplectic representation over the KG- 
module f *V’. In this way, we obtain the “transfer” homorphisms 
f*:RKG’+RKG, 
f *: RO,(G’, w’) -+ RO,(G, o) 
f * : RSP,(G’, 0’) 4 RSP,(G, o) 
between the corresponding Grothendieck groups. However they sometimes behave as 
covariant functors. Any group homomorphism f: G -+ G’ gives rise to a group homo- 
morphism 
f,:R,G+R,G’ 
by setting f*[Vj = [KG’ @ V]. For example let 1 denote the trivial group of one element. 
KG 
Since every representation over the trivial group is free, the only additive function satisfying 
(1.1) and (1.2) is the dimension of the vector space over K. In other words, R,(l) is infinite 
cyclic. For any finite group G, there is a unique homomorphism 
i: 1 --f G 
and the image of the transfer map i *: R,(l) 4 R,(G) coincides with the subgroup generated 
by free G-representations. The cokernel 
R, G/(subgroup generated by [KG]) 
is called the reduced Grothendieckgroup. As for the symplectic and orthogonal Grothendieck 
groups, we restrict ourselves to consider only inclusion f:(G, o)+ (G’, a’). For every 
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orthogonal (resp. symplectic) representation (V, 4) over G, we consider the symmetric 
(resp. skew-symmetric) bilinear form: 
defined by 
4’: (KG’ @ V) x (KG’ @ V) --* K, 
4’(g 0 5, h 0 y) 0 = if g-l/z - $f(G) 
@)#O, 
- 
9 l/lY) ifg ‘h Ed. 
It is not difficult to check that (b’ is non-singular, orthogonal (resp. symplectic), and it 
preserves direct sums and isotropic subspaces. This leads us to group homomorphisms 
f* : RO,(G, w) + RO,(G’, w’) 
f* : RSP,(G, w) + RSP,(G’, (!I’) 
with the properties of a covarinnt functor. 
$2. SEMICHARACTERISTIC CL.kSSES 
In this section we introduce a remarkably useless family of bordism invariants, namely 
we define semicharacteristic classes over a field of characteristic different from 2. This result 
is of interest only as an example of the way in which algebraic formalism can recur in the 
next section. 
We consider the following geometric situation. Let G be a finite group, and let (G, 1M) 
be a closed, oriented manifold M with a free action of G. This action (G, M) gives us a 
natural action of G on the fundamental class [M] which in turn gives us a homomorphism 
CO: G -+ { + I} g B2. More precisely, we assign every group element g to + 1 if g preserves 
the orientation, and to - 1 if g reverses the orientation. Since this can be easily identified 
with the first Stiefel-Whitney class of the principal G-bundle 
G-rM-tICIIG, 
it will be called the orientation of G-manifold (G, M). 
G-manifolds with the same orientation w: G -+ Z, , constitute a natural bordism theory. 
An oriented G-manifold (G, M) bords if there is a compact G-manifold (G, W) with the 
same orientation, and (G, 8FV) = (G, M). Similarly two oriented G-manifolds (G, M,) and 
(G, 1zrl,) are bordant if their disjoint union (G, M, u - MJ bords. Note that if (G, M,) and 
(G, M2) are bordant, then they give rise to the same orientation w: G + Z’, . In the same 
way as the ordinary bordism theory, the bordism relation between oriented G-manifolds is 
an equivalent relation, and the set of equivalence classes of G-manifolds with the same 
orientation forms an abelian group R (G, o) under disjoint union. This is called the G- 
bordism group with orientation o. 
To define semicharacteristic classes, we have to introduce the relative groups between 
the various Grothendieck groups R, G, RO,(G, w) and RSP,(G, w). The simplest way is to 
consider the quotient groups 
R GL, O(G, 0) = RAG)lhage V;) . 
R GL.Sp(G, a) = R,(G)limw U-). 
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Clearly both RGL,JG, w) and RGL,Sp (G, o) are covariant functors. Hence there are natural 
momorphisms 
i+ : &L, o(l) -, R,,, ,(G, 0) 
i- : &x...,#) -+ &,,,,(G, (0). 
Definition 2.1. The cokernels 
&,, ,(G, w) = R,,, e(G, mYimage (i+) 
w GL,Sp(G, w) = &,,,,(G, w)@age (i-) 
are called respectively the relative orthogonal Grothendieck group and the relative symplec- 
tic Grothendeick group of (G, w). These constructions can also be described by the exact 
sequences 
RO,(G, o) /c k(G) + R,,, dG7 4 --+ 09 
RSP,(G, w) I- &(G) + R GL.s,,(G, 0) + 0. 
Heref; is the composition off* with the quotient map of RK G onto 8, G. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let V be a G-representation, ad let 
4:Vx V-tK 
be a symmetric (resp. skew symmetric) bilinearform over Vsuch that $(g.r, gy) = w(g)$(x, ~a). 
If Fis the image of the adjoint homomorphism 
Ad+: V+ Hom.(V, K), 
then 7 represents the zero class in R,,, ,(G, w) (or R,,,,(G, 0)). 
Proof. The proof is straightforward when 4 is non-singular. For in this case, 7 is 
isomorphic to V under the adjoint homomorphism and so 7 lies in the image off:. When 
4 is degenerate, we consider the totally isotropic subspace 
V’ = {x; 4(x, y) = 0 for every y E V}. 
This is also the kernel of the adjoint momomorphism Ad,: Y-+ Hom,(V’, K) and 7 can be 
thought of as the quotient space of Vmodulo VI. For every pair (Z, j) E V x F, we choose 
(x, y) E V x V such that ,Y = Ad+x, I; = Ad,y, and set \a(?, j) = Cp(x, y). It is not difficult 
to see that $(,Y, J) does not depend on the choice of x and y, and 6: v x v -+ K gives us an 
non-singular symmetric (or skew symmetric) forms over E Then [V] represents the zero 
class in R GL.o(G) (or RGL.S~ (G)). This completes the proof of 2.2. 
Now we are in a position to define semicharacteristic classes. They consist of two 
families of group homomorphisms: 
~1/2:Qzn+,(G, o>--+ R,,,s,(G, 0) if 12 is even, 
%1/2:Q2"+1 (G, w) + &, o(G, w) if n is odd, 
from the bordism groups into the corresponding relative groups. For any free G-manifold 
(G, M) we consider the chain complex C,(M; K) and its homology group Hi(M; K). Since 
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G operates on M as a group of diffeomorphisms, we can think of Ci(~f; K) and H,(M; K) as 
G-representations over the field K. Note that C,(M; K) is free and finitely generated over 
the group algebra KG with one generator for each i-cell of M/G. Since the group algebra 
KG is noetherian, it follows immediately that the homology groups H&M; K) are also 
finitely generated and hence they represent elements in R, G. 
Defnirion 2.3. Let M be an oriented, closed manifold of dimension 2n + 1. The 
alternating sum 
is called the semicharacteristic of (G, M). Here we consider [H,(M; K)] as elements in the 
relative group f? cL, ,,(G, o) when n is even, and as elements in the relative group &&G, O) 
when n is odd. 
To justify this definition we must show that xI12(M; K) is zero whenever (G, M) bords 
in R zn+r(G, w). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let (G, A+‘) be an oriented G-manifold of dimension 2n + 1. Then 
X&M; K) = xr,W; K)*. 
Proof. We consider the Euler characteristic of AI, X(M) = ~~~~‘(- l)‘[H,(M; K)] as 
an element in the reduced Grothendieck group a,(G). It is well known that the Euler 
characteristic x(M) coincides with the alternating sum ~~~~ ‘( - I)‘[C,(M; K)] of its chain 
complex. Since chain complex is free, we have 
X(M) = 0 
in WK(G). On the other hand, by Poincare duality, we have canonical isomorphism between 
Hi(M; K) and the o-dual of Hz,,+, -i (M; K). From this, it follows that 
~r,z(M; K) - x~/z(M; K)* = i$O(-I)icHi(M; K)l - fo(-lIi[Hi(~W; K)* 
= i$,,Oi[Hi(~; K)l + i~~(-l)znit-i[H~~+~-i(~~)I 
= %(W 
= 0. 
Remark 2.5. Since direct sum V -I- Y* always has the hyperbolic representation /r*(V), 
every element of the form [V] + [VI* represents the zero class in the relative groups 
&.&G, o) and &,,,,(G, w). From Lemma 2.4, we have 
2~,,,@/; K) = zr,z(M; K) + z,,,tM; K) 
= X,&M; K) + zr,AM; K)* 
= 0. 
Thus if we write (&,.~G)z, U&s&G))2 as the subgroup of 2-torsions in the relative 
groups, then the semicharacteristic of a free G-manifold (G, M) is in fact an element in these 
groups. 
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LEMMA 2.6. Jf (G, IV,) and (G, :Mz) are two oriented G-manijbkds rcith the Same orienta- 
tion, then 
%1,2(iM1 u M2; K) = X,,d’MI ; m + %l,?(MZi a. 
The proof is straightforward. 
Now we are in a position to prove the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 2.7. If(G, M ‘“‘I) is the boundary of a compact free G-manifold (G, W’“+‘) 
with the same orientation, then x~,~(IM; K) = 0. 
Proof. Consider the following long exact sequence of homology 
H,+,(W)~;H,+,(w,dW)-H,(aW)-,... 
-+ H&W) -+ H,(W) -+ H&V, aw> --) 0; 
the coefficient group K being understood. A counting argument shows that the image of the 
indicated homomorphism, as an element in the relative group, is equal to the alternating 
sum of the G-representations to the right of h in this sequence. Using PoincarC duality, we 
have 
[Im hl = W,+I(W, aw>l - W&WI + [fJ,(WI 
- [H,(K aw>1 +[H,_,(dW)l - [H,_,(W)] + ... 
- W,(W WI 
= [N”+,(wl* - [H,@Wl + [H,(Wl 
- w”+,(wl* = w,-,(awl - FL-,(WI 
- [ff2n+Z(W)I* 
= +h,2(df+‘; K) - z(J+‘; K)). 
The argument in Lemma 2.4 shows that the Euler characteristic x( W; K) = 0 in the relative 
groups. It remains only to demonstrate the vanishing of the class [im h]. 
Recall that there is a bilinear pairing, 
4:H,,W x H,W-,K 
defined by the intersection numbers of the cycles. This pairing is invariant under the action 
of G and hence it gives rise to an orthogonal or symplectic structure on H,,, W depending 
on the parity of n. Chasing through the following commutative diagrams: 
H “+lW x H,+,(W, aw> 2 K 
I 
id Y h 
I 
id 
H n+lW x Hn+l W---K 
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H W Ad” nfl + Hom,(H,+,W; W 
I h Poincart I Zid 
duality 
H,+l(W ;W - z Hom,(H.+,W; W, 
it is easy to see that [lm h] is isomorphic to the image of the adjoint homomorphism. But, 
according to Lemma 2.2, we have 
[im It] = [lm Ad,] = 0 
and this completes the proof of Theorem 2.7. 
$3. EVEN QUADRATIC FORMS 
Up to now we have considered only semicharacteristic classes over fields of character- 
istic different from 2. Throughout this section, we denote by K a finite field of characteristic 
2. Over such a field our previous theory of quadratic form needs modification. For example 
it is no longer any distinction between orthogonal and symplectic representations. However, 
semicharacteristic classes can be defined over K in the same spirit as in the previous section, 
except it relies on deeper topological facts and, in return, it has a better range of application 
(see Section 4). 
Let Y be a G-representation over K. A G-quadratic form (V, I$) is a symmetric, bilinear 
pairing 4: V x V-+ K such that 
$(V* SY) = W? Y). 
Such a form (V, 4) is said to be even if, for each non-trivial element t of order 2 (i.e. t2 = e, 
t # e), we have 
C#I(_u, Cc) = 0 
for every x E k’. Note that since we require t to be non-trivial, an even G-quadratic form is 
not necessarily even in the ordinary sense (see F. Hirzebruch [2]). 
Remark 3.1. Let (V, $) be a G-quadratic form over V. Set q,(x) = 4(x, tx), we have 
4(x + y, t(x + y)) = 4(x, t+u> + 4(y, ty) + 24(x, [Y) 
= 4(x, tx) + 4(Y, ty) 
and so, ql(x + y) = q,(x) + qt(y). In other words, we obtain a homomorphism qt in 
Hom,(V, K). For every element t in G, t 2 = e, t # e, there exists an unique element w, in 
V such that q,(x) = 4(x, tx) = 4(x, 0,) = ad,(w,)(x) for every x E V’. Such an element o, 
will be called the t-characteristic element determined by 4. 
Even G-quadratic forms arise in differential topology in the same way as orthogonal 
or symplectic representations from the intersection pairings of even dimensional manifolds. 
Let (G, W) be a connected, compact, 2n-dimensional manifold with or without boundary 
together with a free G-action. As before, the homology group V = H,(W; K) z H,(W, 22 
@ K) is finite dimensional G-representation. There is a pairing, 
Z1 
defined by the intersection number of Zz-cycles,. More precisely, if s, _r are elements in 
H,(W); ZJ represented by K-cycles iI, i2 in Z,(W; Zz), we define 
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c#l:vx V-K, 
= the intersection number of it and ;? modulo 2, 
and $I is the extension of c$~ into K. Obviously, this is bilinear and invariant under G. We 
claim : 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If W is a compact manifold of dimension 2n. rc,ith a free G-actiorz, then 
C#J is an even quadratic form. 
Proof. Let t be a nontrivial element of order 2 in G, and let x be a homology class in 
H,( W; K) represented by [. By general position argument, we may assume that i intersects 
t[ in a finite number of points. Since t operates freely on [ n t[, it must consist of even 
number of points. Hence we have 
4z(.u, r,u) = number of elements in [ n t( modulo 2 
= 0. 
This proves our proposition. 
Remark 3.3. The author is indebted to G. Bredon for pointing out the above proposi- 
tion and its proof. In fact, the following theorem is known. 
THEOREM 3.4 (G. Bredon [l]). Let t be an involution on X. Suppose that H’(X; ill) = 0 
or i > 2n and that t induces the identity map on H’“(X; Zz). Suppose that .Y u t*.u # 0, for 
some x E H”(X; iZZ). Then I/ FE H”(F; Z,) is nonzero. 
Proposition 3.2 follows immediately from Theorem 3.4, if we set 
X = W when W is closed; 
X = W u W when W has boundary dW. 
dW 
To extract information from Proposition 3.2, we define a new functor in place of the 
Grothendieck groups RO,, RSP, and their relative groups. Note that every hyperbolic 
form is even, scalar multiplication of an even form is even, and so is the direct sum of two 
even quadratic forms. Hence we can carry out all the proofs and construction of $ 1 by 
simply substituting “ non-singular even quadratic form ” whenever the words “ symplectic 
representation ” and “ orthogonal representation ” occur. With these changes, we obtain 
an universal abelian group (unique up to isomorphism) functor with the following properties: 
3.5. [V, 4) = [V, a4] for every scalar a E K. 
3.6. [K 0 v,, 4, 0 $21 = P’,, 411 + [vz, $21. 
3.7. If W is an isotropic subspace of (V, c$), then 
[K 91 = [W’/K 01 i [V/CVi @ Iv, h]. 
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This universal abelian group will be called the Grothendieck group of even quadratic 
forms, and denoted by R,,(G). Just as with orthogonal and symplectic Grothendieck groups, 
we have a forgetful functor from the category of even symplectic forms to that of G-repre- 
sentations over K giving a homomorphism R,,(G) -+ W,(G), and a relative group r?,,,,,(G). 
This construction can also be described by an exact sequence: 
R,,(G) -+ a,(G) + &,, c,(G) --+ 0. 
This relative group R,,,.,(G) is obviously a covariant functor of G, but it also has behavior 
of a contravariant functor. Let 
h:G-+G’ 
be a group homomorphism, then every even G’-symmetric form (V, C#J) can be thought of as 
an even G-symmetric form (/z*V, h*$) over h* V. Thus we obtain a backward homomorphism 
h’:R,,G+ R,,G’ 
compactible with the transfer homomorphism A*: d, G -+ RR G. Passing to the quotient 
groups, we define the transfer homomorphism 
11%: Rc~,ev(G) -+ ki~.ev(G') 
for the relative groups. 
Let us return to semicharacteristic classes. Since characteristic of K is 2, every closed 
manifold has a unique fundamental class over K. It is therefore natural to use the un- 
oriented bordism group N,,+,(G) in place of Rzn+ l (G, w). For every bordism class (G, M), 
we define the semicharacteristic xI12(M; K) with coefficient in K to be the alternating sum 
x*,2W; K) = &(- I)‘[H,(M; K)l. 
Here [H,(M; K)] is the image of G-representation H,(M; K) in the relative group r?,,,.,(G). 
THEOREM 3.8. The correspondence 
(G, W -+ x,,z(ilJ; K) 
is a well defined group homomorphism from the bordism group offree G-actions to the relative 
Grothendieck group R,,,,,(G). This group 
XI/Z: Nzn+l(G) + &L, e,(G) 
is called the semicharacteristic class of G with coefficient in K. 
The proof which follows from the same argument as in Theorem 2.7 will be omitted. 
To compute the relative group 8,,,.“(G), we have the following: 
LEMMA 3.9. An irreducible even form (V, 4) is an even quadratic form 4 over an irreducible 
representation V. The Grothendieck group of even quadratic forms R,,(G) is generated by 
hyperbolic forms, and irreducible even forms. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let V be a self conjugate irreducible representations. Then there is always a 
nonsingular quadraticform over V (not necessarily ecen). If K is a splittingfield of G, then such 
form is unique up to a scalar factor. 
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Example 3.11. Let _Z1 denote the cyclic group of order 2. We can think of Z1- 
representation as a vector space over K together with an involution t. Let V/’ be the space 
of fixed points oft, then the quotient space V/Y’ has trivial Z,-action. We have 
o-+ I/‘-+ Y--P V/P’t40 
and so [V] = [L”] + [V/V’]. From this it is easy to deduce that the Grothendieck group 
RK(Z2) is infinite cyclic, and is generated by the one-dimensional representation [K] with 
trivial Zz-action. In other words, the homomorphism. 
rank: RK(Zz) -+ R,(l) z Z 
is an isomorphism. On the other hand, free Z,-representations and Z,-representation with 
even quadratic forms always have even dimension. Hence we have 
Rl((Z2) = R GL. .“VZ> r z2 . 
Let (Zz , hfzn+ ’ ) be an odd dimensional manifold with a free involution, then 
xIlz(M; K) = i rank, Hi(M; K) (module 2). 
i=O 
In particular, if M = S’“+’ with the action given by the antipodal map, then ~r,z(S’“i’; K) = 
1. 
Example 3.12. Let Z,, z be the dihedral group of order 2p with generators X, y and 
relations 
.yz =y p = 1, ,vy_v-’ = y-1. 
Let K be a finite field of characteristic 2 containing a primitive pth root of unity. There is 
only one one-dimension representation [K] defined by r(x) = S(J) = 1. On the other hand, 
we have exactly (p - 1)/2 non-isomorphic, irreducible representations V,[l 5 i 2 (p - I)/21 




0 c-i 1 
X M cTi(.Y) = [ 
0 1 
* 1 o . 
A direct computation on the p regular classes of conjugate elements in Z,, 1 shows that these 
are all the irreducible representations of Z,, 2. Hence, the Grothendieck group R,(Z,,, J is 
free abelian and is generated by [V,], . , [V,_,/2] and [K]. 
Let N be the kernel of the natural homomorphism KZ,, 1 -+ KZz and let C, = 1 + y 
+ “‘+y . p-L Then it can be shown that the group algebra splits as the direct sum 
K-Z,., = N -t (C,> 
of two mutually annihilating ideals. The ideal (C,) is isomorphic to KZ, while N is semi- 
simple and is the direct sum of simple algebras Hom,(Vi, V,), 1 s i s (p - 1)/2. Thus if we 
think of KZ,, L as a free KZ,. ,-module, we have 
[KZ,,2] =2[V,] + 2[VJf --. +2[v(p_-1),21+2[K]. 
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It follows that free Z,,2-representations correspond to the elements of the form 2r([~] 
+ [V,] + *** + [VC:p_l,,2]) in R,(Z,, J, and so the relative group. 
Note that, for every i, we have 
Oi(X)[, p_y-l) = [, ‘1 
Oi(L.)[, l]Di(.Yb’)= [I ‘1’
In other words, if we define (bi: Vi x Vi -+ K by 
c$&z, 6) = a , * h’, 
[ 1 
we obtain Z p. r-quadratic forms over Vi. However none of these is even because 
$i(a, sa) = j, ,I[, *In’ =‘l[i ,]d zo. 
Since K is a splitting field, any other quadratic form differs from $i by a scalar factor and 
there is no even symmetric form over Vi. Thus the relative group 
let M = S, u S, + **. u S,_, be the disjoint union of p copies of 2n + l-dimensional 
sphere. We denote by 
ci = (&l, ti2, . . . ) <fnf2) 
with (<i’)l + (s’i2)2 + ...(<i2nc’)2 = 1, i E Z,, a point in the ith sphere Si in M. There is a 
free action of Z,, 2 on M defined by 
~(4i’, 5i”, . . . ( Sli2”+‘) = (~!+ I, i;;‘, *, . . ., Sag:‘) 
_u(<i’, Ci’, . . .) p+q = (-oi - s’zi, . . ., -{‘-i+2). 
A direct computation shows that 
W,(WI = WI + WI1 + **. + tv(p-,),21 ifj#0,2n+l, 
[H,(M; K)] = 0 
and X&M; K) = [K] + [r’,] + 0-a f [VCP-II,2]. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
The problem of classifying all finite fundamental groups of closed 3-manifolds serves 
as a marvelious application of semicharacteristic classes. First some known fundamental 
groups. By a 
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4.1. The binary dihedral groups Q(4n), the binary octahedral groups 0(38), and the 
binary icosahedral groups Z(l20). 
4.2. The groups D(2 , _ k ?I+ 1) with presentation (A, B: A” = 1, BzLi’ = 1, ABA-’ = 
B-‘) where k 2 2, 12 1. 
4.3. The groups T(8, 3’) with presentation (P, Q, X:P’ = (PQ)’ = Q’, X3’ = 1, 
XPX-’ = Q, XQX-’ = PQ) where k g 1. 
4.4. The direct product of any of these groups with a cyclic group of relatively prime 
order. 
(Note that the group T(S, 3) is also known as the binary tetrahedral group.) For a detailed 
discussion of these groups, see J. Wolf’s book [ll]. However it is still unknown if these are 
all finite fundamental groups of closed 3-manifolds. According to J. Milnor, the gap in our 
knowledge lies in four families of periodic groups. In order to index them conveniently, we 
use the notation Q(&I, k, I) to denote the group with presentation 
(P,Q,A:P2=(PQ)2=Q2”,A~‘=l,PAP-‘=A’,QAQ-’=A-’) 
where 8n, k, I are relatively prime positive integers, r = - I (mod k), and r = + I(mod I). 
Thus if II = k = 1 = 1 we have the group Q(8n). Note that Q(8n, k, I) is isomorphic to 
Q(8n, I, k). For 12 odd, the three integers n, X-, I may be permuted without changing the 
group. 
We use the notation O(48, k, I) to denote the group with generators X, P, Q, R A and 
with the following defining relations 
~3k=~S=A’=~,P2=Qz=,~,,Q,-1=Q-’ 
XPX-’ = Q, XQX-’ = PQ, RXR-’ = X-‘, RPR-’ = QP, 
RQR-’ = Q-l, AP = PA, AQ = QA, RAR-’ = A-‘, 
where k and lare positive integers, If 0 (mod 2) and I$0 (mod 3). It is convenient to think 
of O(48; k, i) as the group extension with subgroup Z3L-tl and factor group 0(48) such that 
the 3-Sylow subgroup is cyclic. 
According to J. Milnor [5], the following is a list of all finite groups which (a) have 
cohomology of period 4; (b) have at most of one element of order 2; and (c) are not in 
(4.1)-(4.4). 
4.5. The groups Q(8n, k, I) with n even and II 2 2, k > 12 1. 
4.6. The groups Q(~N, k, r) with n odd and n > k > 12 1. 
4.7. The groups 0(48, k, I) with 1 f 0 (mod 2) and If 0 (mod 3). 
4.8. The product of any of these groups with a cyclic group of relatively prime order. 
For a detailed explanation of conditions (a) and (b) see J. Milnor [5]. Our main results 
eliminate groups in (4.5) and (4.7) from Milnor’s list. 
Let G be a finite group and let i: H c G be a subgroup. As in Section 3, we have horn+ 
morphisms 
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i,: &W) -+ h(G), 
i, : E,,(H) + R,,(G), 
i*: RGL. ,,(H) -, RGL, .,(G), 
and transfer homomorphisms 
i*: R,(G) + R,(H), 
i* : R,,(G) -, E,,(H), 
it: R,,,.,(G) -+ R,,. ,,(W, 
between corresponding Grothendieck groups. There are similar homomorphisms relating 
the bordism groups N,(G) and N,(H). The definition of the transfer i,: N,(G) -+ N,(H) is 
quite obvious. For if (G, M) is a closed free G-manifold, then restriction to its subgroup 
gives rise to a free H-action (H, M) and we simply let i,(G, Al) = (H, M). The homomor- 
phism i* : N,(H) -+ N,(G) is defined as follows. Begin with a closed free H-manifold, (H, M). 
We form the product G x A4 over which H acts by the rule Ir(g, x) = (gh-‘,hx).ThusG x M 
is again a free H-manifold and we can form its quotient manifold G x HM. Let ((g,x))denote 
the point in the quotient corresponding to (g, x) in G x M. The group G acts freely on 
G x EI A4 by $((g, x)) = ((#g, x)). We define i*[(H, M)] = [(G, G x n M)]. 
Example 4.9. Let G be the dihedral group of order 2p, and H be its cyclic subgroup of 
order 2. If M is a sphere with the antipodal action, then G x H M consists of h components 
of the same sphere and the action (G, G x I, M) is the same as in 3.13. 







R GL. e,(H) i. &L., e,(G) - &x,evW) 
is commutatice. 
The proof is straightforward. 
By a spectral sequence argument, we can identify the bordism group N,(G) with the 
direct sum 1 H,(G; Z,) 0 N* of homology groups. Under this identification, the induction 
‘* i, and the transfer homomorphism I become the classical induction and transfer homo- 
morphism in the homology theory. From this, it is not difficult to prove: 
LEMMA 4.11. Let H be the 2-Sylow subgroup in G. Then 
(1) i*: N,(G) + N,(H) is an isomorphism. 
(2) i* 0 i,: N,(H) 4 N,(G) + N,(H) is the identity map. 
(3) i, 0 i*: N,(G) -+ N,(H) -+ N,(G) is the identity mop. 
Definition 4.12. Let M be a closed manifold of dimension 2n + 1. We denote by 
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;2 = f dimzL H,(M; ZJ 
i=O 
(mod 2), 
the module 2 congruence class of the ordinary semicharacteristic of M. 
THEOREM 4.13. Let E,,, denote the dihedral group of order 2p, and let K be a splitting 
field of H,, 2 as in E.yample 3.13. If (Z,, 2, M2”“) is a free action of the dihedral group, then 
X,,z(M; K) =?. ([VII + ... + [v(p-l),zl + [WI 
in R oL. A&. 2). Here [VI I9 . . 7 [V,p-1,,2], [K] are the irreducible representations in 3.12. 
Proof. Let i: Z, c H,, t be the cyclic subgroup of order 2 in the dihedral group. Note 
that it is the 2-Sylow subgroup in Z,, 1. Therefore, by Lemmas 4.11, 4.10 and 3.12, we have 
z,,,(M; K) = zI,r(i* i*fil; K) 
1- i, xIlz(i* M; K), 
= iei:C, (- l)‘[Hi(kf; K)l 
= id2 . [WI 
= ;2 . i.+[K]. 
A direct computation shows that i,[K] = [K] + [V,] + *.* + [V,p-,,,2] and completes the 
proof. 
As an immediate consequence, we have 
COROLLARY 4.14. The dihedral groups 72,. z with p odd, cannot operate freely on any 
Z,-homology sphere. 
Proof. Suppose we have a free action (Z,, 2 M*“+l) on an B,-homology sphere kf of 
dimension 2n + 1. It is easy to see that the dihedral group k,,, 2 operates trivially on the 
homology group H,(M; K) = K. We have 
XI,~(M; K) = i$O(- l)‘[Hi Ml = [Kl 
but on the other hand, by Theorem 4.13, we have 
%1&M; K) =;2. ([~,I + .*. + [v(p--1),21 + [KI) 
= wll + ... + [qp-l),ll + [Kl. 
This contradicts [V,] + . . * -t [qP-,),2] # 0 in RCL,&Zp, ?), and hence such a free action 
cannot exist. 
COROLLARY 4.15. The groups Q(8n; k, I) w?th n even, cannot operate freel,v on any 
Z,-homology sphere whose dimension is congruent to 3 modulo 8. 
Proof. Consider the subgroup in Q(Sn, k, 1) generated by the elements P = P, Q = Q, 
x = X’. From the following identities 
--- - --- 
p2 = (pQ)2 = e2n, x’ = 1, PXP-’ = X, QxQ-' = x-', 
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it follows that this is in fact isomorphic to Q(8n, 1, !). Since a free action of Q(8n, k, !) gives 
us a free action of this subgroup, it suffices to prove Corollary 4.15 in the special case when 
k=r=l. 
Now in Q(8n, 1, 1) we consider the subgroup generated by (P, Q’>. Again it is not 
difficult to check that this is a normal subgroup isomorphic to Q(8n), and its factor group is 
isomorphic to Z,, ?. . 
Suppose we have a free action of the group Q(8)!, 1, I) on a ZI-homology sphere 
MBr+3 of dimension 81 + 3. Let N = M/Q(8n) be the quotient manifold of M under the 
action of the normal subgroup Q(8n). There is a natural free action of Z,, z on the quotient 
manifold N. Since, for 0 _I i 5 2n, 
Hi(N; K) = Hi(ic~/Q(81V); K) 
= Hi(Q(8n); K) 
I 
K i ~0 (mod 4) 
K@K i= 1 (mod4) 
= K@K i z 2 (mod 4) 
K i = 3 (mod 4). 
We have 
X&V; K) = 0 in R cz. A.&. 2) 
and 2 = 1 ?2e’dirn, H,(N; K) = 1 (mod 2). This contradicts the formula in Theorem 4.13, 
and completes the proof. 
Remark 4.16. The argument breaks down when M is a homology sphere of dimension 
8t + 7. For, in this case, we have 
-II+ 1 
2 = 1 dim, H’(N; K) = 0 (modulo 2) 
i-0 
and there is no contradiction. In fact the groups Q(8n, k, l) operate freely and orthogonally 
on sphere of dimension 8t + 7. The same argument gives no information for the groups 
Q(8n, k, I) with n odd, because in this case 
H i( Q(8/?) ; K) 
: 
K i=O(mod4) 
K i= 1 (mod4) 
=K i=2(mod4) 
K ir3(mod4) 
and 2 = 0. 
COROLLARY 4.17. The groups 0(48; k, I) with I # 0 (mod 2), I # 0 (mod 3), cannot 
operate freely on any Z,-homology sphere whose dimension is congruent to 3 module 8. 
The proof is based on the same argument as in Corollary 4.15. Except in place of the 
group Q(812), we use the normal subgroup (X’, P, Q, A) when k > 1, and use the normal 
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subgroup {A’, P, 0) when k = 1. Yote that, in both cases, the factor groups are isomorphic 
to dihedral groups. Existence of a free action leads us to a contradiction in computing semi- 
characteristic classes. 
Summing up, the groups Q(8n, k, I) with n odd and n > k > 12 1, and their product 
with cyclic groups of relatively prime power are the only groups which may or may not be 
fundamental groups of 3-manifold. Thus the smallest group in question is Q(40, 3, I) with 
120 elements. 
The present treatment of semicharacteristic classes represents only the beginning of 
systematic study of odd dimension bordism invariants. Here are two problems, we obviously 
fail to reach. 
Problem 1. Every bordism invariant of N,(G) can be described by means of Stiefel- 
Whitney number. What are the Stiefel-Whitney numbers corresponding to semicharac- 
teristic classes? 
Problem 2. Does every 3-manifold of finite fundamental groups have the homotopy 
type of a Klein-Clifford manifold? 
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